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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 0/0
Item ID: ST-Q31FM-EA
EAN: 810086361175
Size: 100 x 180 x 75 mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

1 699 SEK

Discover the ultimate convenience in charging technology with the Satechi 3-in-1 Foldable Qi2
Charging Stand. Designed for the modern traveler and tech enthusiast, this sleek, compact stand lets
you power up your iPhone, AirPods, and Apple Watch simultaneously. Perfect for those who appreciate
efficiency and style in their accessories.

Advanced Qi2 charging technology with doubled charging speeds
Versatile triple charging capability
Fast-charging support for Apple Watch
Includes international travel adapters
Premium construction using high-quality materials

Advanced Qi2 Charging Technology
Utilizing the latest advancements in wireless charging, the Qi2 technology embedded in the Satechi
stand ensures optimal charging speeds for your devices. This feature delivers 15W of power to your
iPhone and 5W each to your AirPods and Apple Watch. It also supports StandBy mode, which allows
easy access to your phone's features while it charges.

Versatile Triple Charging Capability
With the ability to charge three devices simultaneously, the Satechi 3-in-1 Charging Stand simplifies
your digital life. Charge your iPhone, AirPods, and Apple Watch together without the hassle of multiple
wires. Its foldable design also makes it ideal for packing away in your bag, ensuring you stay connected
no matter where you are.

Fast-Charging Support for Apple Watch
Get ready quickly each morning thanks to the stand's fast-charging feature specifically designed for the
Apple Watch Series 7, 8, 9, Ultra, and Ultra 2. Experience minimal downtime as your watch charges in
record speed, preparing you for any challenge the day might throw your way.

Includes International Travel Adapters
The Satechi 3-in-1 Charging Stand eliminates the worry of charging your devices while traveling.
Equipped with two travel adapters, it offers seamless charging across numerous destinations
worldwide, heralding a new level of convenience for every international adventure.

Premium Construction Using High-Quality Materials
Crafted with precision from premium-grade aluminum and accented with a scratch-resistant vegan
leather base and a silicone charging puck, this charging stand is built to last. Not only does it offer a
robust design, but it also protects your devices from any potential wear and tear.

Package includes

Satechi 3-in-1 Foldable Qi2 Charging Stand
45W Power Adapter
USB-C To USB-C Cable (1m)
Two travel adapters (UK&EU plug)
User manual

Product specifications:

Compatibility: Apple Watch Series 1 to 9/Ultra/Ultra 2/SE/SE2, iPhone 15 through iPhone 12,
and AirPods models
Power Output: 15W for iPhone, 5W for Apple Watch* and AirPods
Power Input: 45W Power Adapter included
Material: Crafted with 97% recycled aluminum, scratch-resistant vegan leather, and sturdy
hinges that won’t weaken over time.
Weight: 298,5g

Dimensions: 90mm x 90mm x 155mm

*Fast charging is only supported with Apple Watch Series 7/8/9/Ultra/Ultra 2
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